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Abstract—Expert witness is a person who is specialist in a 

subject, often technical, who may present his/her expert 

opinion without having been  witness to any occurrence 

relating to the lawsuit. Where text mining is as a process of 

exploratory data analysis that leads to heretofore unknown 

information, or to answers for questions for which the answer 

is not currently known. 

In the publication an application using text mining 

for attorney is given, if an attorney who need expert advice 

from an oncologist to determine whether the client was a 

victim of medical malpractice. Traditionally, I’ll have to rely 

on word-of-mouth recommendations, small directories of self-

selected experts on the web or time-consuming research 

conducted over multiple text collections. Text mining can 

overcome these problems using Bayesian Belief Network 

algorithm concept which merge the link entities and records 

for efficient result to take a decision.  
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1. I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Suppose an attorney who needed expert advice from an 

oncologist to determine whether   his client was a victim of 

medical malpractice. How would he find one or more experts, 

evaluate their ability, and compare them to other experts in the 

field? Traditionally, he‟d have to rely on word-of-mouth 

recommendations, small directories of self-selected experts on the 

Web, or time-consuming research conducted over multiple text 

collections [1].  

Due to many coming cases in court and lack of information 

it‟s hard for attorney to study on case in good manner. Detail 

study of any case is the only way to win that case. But this may 

consume more time, money and lot more things. To help 

attorneys for their study and information collection, the concept 

of creating a system that automatically links across documents 

references to attorneys, judges and expert witnesses [2]. 

The first step in selecting an expert is to determine exactly 

what kind of expert an attorney needs. Not all experts are created 

equal. For example, in the field of psychology, there are about as 

many different types of experts as there are subspecialties-clinical 

psychology, neuropsychology, school psychology, child 

development, child custody, the list could go on forever. The 

same applies in the field of medicine. So before selecting an 

expert, first need to consider evidence and try to determine 

exactly what type of expertise likely will need to achieve legal 

goals. Do the facts of my case center around a defendant's state of 

mind at the time of an alleged crime? If so, I‟ll likely need a 

mental health expert. Is the case a civil lawsuit where the plaintiff 

is claiming physical injuries sustained during an accident? If so, 

we'll likely need a medical expert. Is the only evidence in the case 

an eyewitness's statement? In this type of situation, I'll likely want 

to find an expert who can describe the strengths and weaknesses 

of eyewitness testimony. Attorneys looking for expert witnesses 

to solidify their positions need to consider several factors when 

choosing an expert. 

So by taking this problem as a main highlight of attorney it‟s 

suppose to build expert witness database  that links advocate 

technology to simplify the challenge of finding the best expert 

witness for a case which will maintain the quality and quantity 

both from multiple fields.   

 

2. II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Before going the detail of creating database for expert 

witness, I need some points which are important to understand 

that are as follows: 

A. Trial case summaries 

It is a collection of documents that reliably identifies people 

who have testified as experts in a legal dispute and that provide 

enough information about them, such documents are shown 

below. Besides identifying experts who have testified, these 

documents specify such things as the case‟s title, the names of 

participating attorneys and judges, and the factual issues of the 

case. Figure 1 shows the relevant section of a trial case summary 

[1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Part of the trial case summaries 

 

 

B. Profile record 

Profile record contains all the information of expert witness 

with their details and area of expertise for example for above trial 

case summaries I preclude profile record as shown in Figure 2 

(Profile record). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TITLE: Tenet vs. Frankel 

TOPIC: MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

CITY: Cincinnati 

STATE: Ohio 

COUNTRY: United State 

JUDGE: Jennifer Bailey 

VERDICT: For the Defendant on January 23, 2002. 

ATTORNEYS: … 

EXPERTS: 

Plaintiff‟s: Steven Hajdu, M.D., Pathology, Manhasset, 

NY 

Defendant‟s: Andrew Berchuck, M.D., Gynecological 

Oncology, Durham, NC 

Dominic Maggio, M.D., Internal Medicine, Miami 

 

FACTS/CONTENTIONS 

 

In September 1996, Plaintiff was suffering from 

pelvic pain and went to see Defendant Dr. 

Frankel, an internist. Dr. Frankel referred 

Plaintiff to a gynecologist who ordered an 

ultrasound study. The study came back 

inconclusive… 
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Figure 2: Profile record 

 

C. Reference record 

It is nothing but the records which shows the entities 

which is to be refer from profile record such as First name, 

Middle name, Last name, Profession, Organization, City, State as 

shown below. 

 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Reference record for an expert 

 

 

D. Relationship Summaries 

Using the links between documents and entities such as 

judges, attorneys, and expert witnesses, a new set of products is 

created that automatically summarize relevant relationships 

among these entities [2].  

E. Cross Document Co-reference Resolution 

By combining information extraction techniques with record 

linkage techniques, I have been able to resolve cross document 

references for attorneys, judges, and expert witnesses. My basic 

technique involves extracting a template record for an individual 

from a text document and matching the template record to an 

authority file record [2]. Figure 4 depicts how extraction and 

record linkage are combined to create cross document links. 

 

 
Figure 4: Cross Document Co reference Resolution Process 

 

3. IV. TEXT MINING 

 

Text mining is as a process of exploratory data analysis that 

leads to heretofore unknown information, or to answers for 

questions for which the answer is not currently known [3]. The 

general idea of text mining – getting small "nuggets" of desired 

information out of "mountains" of textual data without having to 

read it all . Text mining is different from what we're familiar with 

in web search. In search, the user is typically looking for 

something that is already known and has been written by someone 

else. The problem is pushing aside all the material that currently 

isn't relevant to your needs in order to find the relevant 

information. In text mining, the goal is to discover heretofore 

unknown information, something that no one yet knows and so 

could not have yet written down [4]. 

 

4. V. METHODOLOGY 

 

To create the expert-witness database, I first use information 

extraction techniques to identify entities and relationships in text. 

I then use record linkage techniques to attach the entities to 

database records that stand for real-world people, places, and 

organizations. Figure 5 shows the application‟s overall 

architecture. 

 
                                              

Figure 5: The expert witness application‟s architecture 

 

A. Information Extraction 

Information Extraction is the mapping of natural language 

texts (such as newswire reports, newspaper and journal articles, 

electronic mail, World Wide Web pages, any textual database, 

etc.) into predefined, structured representation, or templates, 

which, when filled, represent an extract of key information from 

the original text [7]. The information concerns entities of interest 

in the application domain (e.g. companies or persons), or relations 

between such entities, usually in the form of events in which the 

entities take part (e.g. company takeovers, management 

successions etc.). Once extracted, the information can then be 

stored in databases to be queried. 

First Name: Andrew 

Middle Name: Null 

Last Name: Berchuck 

Profession: Gynecological oncologist 

Organization: Null 

City:  Cincinnati 

State: Ohio 

Country: US 

ANDREW BERCHUCK, MD 

GYNECOLOGY/ONCOLOGY 

Cincinnati US 27710 

 

AREA(S) OF EXPERTISE: 

Medical & Surgical - Obstetrics/Gynecology 

Medical & Surgical - Oncology (Cancer) 

Medical & Surgical - Physicians/General Practitioners 
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Figure 6: Overview of IE-based text mining framework 

 

 

The information extraction part of my application has four 

subcomponents: 

 Identification of relevant text in a document, 

 Sentence-level information extraction, 

 Within-document coreference resolution, and 

 Structured event extraction across sentences. 

 

 

B. Record Linkage 

  The record linkage portion of the system uses a Bayesian 

network to match and link attorney, judge, and expert templates to 

records. This network computes the probability that a given 

biographical record matches the same person specified in an 

extracted template. To compute this match likelihood, record 

linkage is the task of quickly and accurately identifying records 

corresponding to the same entity from one or more data sources. 

Record linkage has applications in customer systems for 

marketing, customer relationship management, fraud detection, 

data warehousing, law enforcement and government 

administration. These applications can be classed as 

„administrative‟, because the record linkage is used to make 

decisions and take actions regarding an individual entity. The 

central problem that the linking program addresses is determining 

.whether two names in different reference records from different 

documents refer to the same person, given the rendition of the 

names and any contextual information. For example, does the 

expert-witness reference record of oncologist James Jackson of 

Palm Springs, California really refer to the same person in the 

reference record for oncologist James P. Jackson of Sacramento, 

California? To link mined entities, I use the entity‟s name and 

additional evidence from the document.  

 

5. VI. APPLICATIONS 

 

Text mining has applications in all parts of the research 

process from literature review and hypothesizing, through 

experimentation and analysis to generalization, peer review and 

publishing application categories include: 

 Enterprise Business Intelligence/Data 

Mining, Competitive Intelligence 

 E-Discovery, Records Management 

 National Security/Intelligence 

 Scientific discovery, especially Life Sciences 

 Sentiment Analysis Tools, Listening Platforms 

 Natural Language/Semantic Toolkit or Service 

 Publishing 

 Automated ad placement 

 Search/Information Access 

 Social media monitoring 

 

6. VII. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 

A. Advantages 

 It can find information within short period of time with 

good efficiency and convenience which is far more 

accessible. 

 I get information out of unstructured data stored in 

some database 

B. Drawback/Limitations 

 Exact Accuracy of result is missing. 

 There is more scope to further extend directory 

capability, using other application of              this 

technology. 

 Further research is needed to establish its effectiveness. 

 

7. VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

Expert-Witness directory show that even the current state of 

the art can create value in the form of new databases that gather 

and disseminate otherwise hard to find information. In the case of 

experts, the profiles are created by mining references from highly 

structured and trustworthy documents such as jury verdict and 

settlement documents and professional license records.  

By combining information extraction and record linkage 

techniques, a creation of a repository of references to attorneys, 

judges, and expert witnesses across a broad range of text sources. 

These text sources include caselaw, law reviews, and legal briefs 

among others. 

 

8. IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The expert witness database is created using text mining 

using the concept of merging entities by applying Bayesian belief 

network algorithm for creating Expert-Witness Database which 

makes data about expert witness far more accessible to customers. 

Also described the precision and recall of the programs that create 

cross document co-references for attorneys and judges in [1] and 

that create co-references for experts in [2]. Nevertheless, 

successful applications such as my expert-witness directory show 

that even the current state of the art can create value in the form 

of new databases that gather and disseminate otherwise hard-to-

find information. I expect to further extend my directory 

capability, using other applications of this technology. More 

broadly, text mining could automate many aspects of document 

processing, such as conceptual indexing, consistency checking, 

and other laborious manual tasks, although further research is 

needed to establish its efficacy. 
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